Dynamics of GDOES-induced surface roughening in metal interfaces.
The roughness induced during glow-discharge optical-emission spectroscopy (GDOES) measurements has been reported to cause a loss of resolution during GDOES depth-profiling analysis. In this paper, we undertake for the first time a study of the dynamics of the surface morphology of chromium and titanium thin films (designed in mono and multilayer structures) under the impinging of GDOES incoming ions. We performed this study under the theoretical framework of the dynamic scaling theory, by analysing surface morphology changes, as measured ex-situ by AFM, with irradiation time. For single metal layers it was found that, after an initial surface smoothening, the surface undergoes a rapid steep roughening for both systems, with quite similar quantitative dynamics. Once this roughening ends a second temporal scaling regime arises, operating for long length scales with dynamics depending on the sputtering rate of the material. For the chromium layer, with a very high sputtering rate of 5.5 μm min(-1), this regime is consistent with the KPZ model, whereas for the titanium layer an EW scaling regime is indicated. These different scaling regimes are consistent with the development of larger surface slopes for the Cr system. In the multilayer systems, the initial roughness induced on the top Cr layer by GDOES has similar dynamics to that for single-layer Cr. However, a clear decrease in the roughness was observed once the underlying Ti layer, with a lower sputtering rate, was reached. This decrease in the induced roughness is maintained while the Ti layer is eroded. Therefore, choice of appropriate material (i.e. sputtering yield values) combinations and of their depth of location can enable tuning of GDOES-induced roughness and achieve substantial control over the depth profiling process.